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Abstract— Cloud computing is an upcoming Technology comprising of IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service). A hosted instance of Hadoop Cluster in cloud termed as “Qubole” is tested for a job that helps to retrieve information for end users using Hummingbird Algorithm. A chunk of data called “Big Data” is a challenge to extract information and utilize for real time decision making. Since hummingbird supports voice based real time information retrieval is used in support with map Reduce in dedicated cloud.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The organization possesses both physical and logical infrastructure for data management across the departments. As the organization grows, data of the organization also increase exponentially. Understanding this philosophy at W3 (World Wide Web) huge amount of data chunks are piled every day in a network, increasing resources and cost across the network.

The problem of efficient information retrieval from Big Data highlighted in this paper needs introduction to following relevant concepts.

1.1 Cloud Computing

The emerging technology called cloud computing (Fig-1) is an extension of resources managed by a service called a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is migrated on public, private or hybrid cloud serving as IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service). Being each virtual machine or VMware has an instance of software running, hypervisor plays an important role to maintain the health and security among the virtual machines. The Elastic Services are measured based on usage for storage, network and other virtual allocated resources.

1.2 Map Reduce Algorithm

In addition to existing information retrieval algorithms like BFS (Breadth First Search) and centralized approach in traditional architecture, the Map Reduce algorithm has a special potential to work parallel on giving environment. It has two basic components- mappers and reducers.

Data input is given to the mapper in the form of a database or set of files. These files are processed by mappers using shuffle and sorting method. The collected output is an input to the reducer. Information collected from reducer being orderly processed and efficiently used for decision making.
1.3 Hummingbird Algorithm

The hummingbird is a new searching algorithm that uses the following steps while retrieving realtime information using voice based search on dynamic node.

1. Input Query using voice based device.
2. Query accepted as a sentence
3. Acquired meaning of the sentence
4. Search for relevant data in the database
5. Realtime voice based results are displayed

Result collected using above steps is shown as under.

Data collected till July 1, 2014 helps to understand how internet users are growing exponentially across the globe. These users create data using social media and other sources which require storage, network and secured access throughout.

Since we have limited storage capacity on stand alone computer, the storage limits shall be extended using cloud storage on demand. But extracting relevant information from data chunks requires processing area. Parallel processing is an added advantage. Not only processing cluster helps to extract real time information, delivering it efficiently to end user on dynamic node is a real challenge in Big Data.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Google Search Engine was asked to use voice search from the computer and by using an Android phone about my current location, to confirm the existence of a hummingbird. A voice based information was collected from an Android phone. Fig-3 shows one of the results collected using Google Chrome on the computer. The results vary based on location and query input.
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Fig-3: Hummingbird Search
Source: Google.com

Google Search Engine was asked to use voice search from the computer and by using an Android phone about my current location, to confirm the existence of a hummingbird. A voice based information was collected from an Android phone. Fig-3 shows one of the results collected using Google Chrome on the computer. The results vary based on location and query input.

The proposed hosted solution comprises of private clouds, Map Reducing Algorithms instance supported by the hummingbird algorithm for data delivery. The user inputs data to mapper which is processed using reducer by rearranging as shown in fig-2, and saved in the cloud. The end user has access to stored content which is delivered on request.

Fig-5: Proposed Information Retrieval System

The proposed hosted solution comprises of private clouds, Map Reducing Algorithms instance supported by the hummingbird algorithm for data delivery. The user inputs data to mapper which is processed using reducer by rearranging as shown in fig-2, and saved in the cloud. The end user has access to stored content which is delivered on request.

4. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED SOLUTION

A snapshot of Qubole screen in Fig-6 shows query input to mapper having table input to ten. Hive is used having unique id and user details per session. A set of queries with relevant data shall be given as input for parallel processing. The Amazon S3 Cluster is used to save data for further processing. The setup was further tested by giving two queries as input and
time taken to process a query.

Fig-7: Query dashboard

Fig-7 shows a set of queries being processed simultaneously having unique id and users. The user also gets an intimation if the query fails due to technical issues and shall be recovered under conditions.

Fig-8: Query processing on Hadoop

Fig-8 shows a Hadoop cluster in running state. A single job of ten tables was given as an input to the mapper. The mapper extends the output as input to reducer in a single stage. One shall increase or decrease the amount of mappers and reducers in a single job.

Being the Hadoop instance is running in a cloud environment, having a single DNS, one shall easily scale up the physical and logical resources like storage, network and RAM (Random Access Memory). Results are collected using Amazon S3 Cluster, which needs to be connected after authorization from amazon. The allocated space from amazon is extended to end user.

Fig-9: Processed Query

Fig-9 confirms the completion of single query that was accepted as an input. One shall conclude the time spent to run a single query for a single batch.

5. Conclusion and Future work

The experimental setup was designed for dedicated cloud to confirm information retrieved from Big data. The available Map Reduce algorithm is extended with a hummingbird algorithm to retrieve information from S3 cluster hosted on Amazon. A query using Hive was accepted as an input which is also possible using pig script.

A database having limited tables was selected as input, which shall be tested with cluster of information as an input to mapper as future work. Hosting multiple instances of Hadoop in distributed database shall be another area to explore to provide public services.
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